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Agenda  

�  Community Building  
�  Remind volunteers where some of the resources are 

(http://umdesol.weebly.com/resources.html and 
the tabs under resources: conversation session 
guidelines) 

�  Announcements  
�  Scenarios/Struggles and challenges for sessions 
�  Discussion Questions  

�  Tips on facilitating groups/partners 
�  Cultural Generalizations 
�  Closure  



Desert Island  

You've been exiled to a deserted island for a year. In addition to the 
essentials, you may take one piece of music, one book, and one 
luxury item you can carry with you i.e. not a boat to leave the 
island!  

What would you take and why? 

 

 

This information can be found at:
http://umdesol.weebly.com/resources.html. 

It is taken from:
http://insight.typepad.co.uk/40_icebreakers_for_small_groups.pdf 



Community Building  

Announce 'You've been exiled to a deserted island for a 
year. In addition to the essentials, you may take one 
piece of music, one book (except the Bible), and one 
luxury item you can carry with you i.e. not a boat to 
leave the island!  

What would you take and why? 

 Allow a few minutes for the young people to draw up 
their list of three items, before sharing their choices with 
the rest of the group. As with most icebreakers and 
relationship building activities, it's good for the group 
leaders to join in too! 



Announcements  

�  If you need to be absent, please e-mail/contact your students at 
least 24 hours before each session.  

�  In cases of emergency (the day of), contact your students by 
phone.  

�  LAS Intern (Lauren Kirsch), Don Rich and I will be stopping by to 
say hi at different conversation groups throughout the semester.  

�  Bi-weekly social starts after spring break.  

�  When e-mailing, please try not to respond to the mass e-mails. 
Try to send a separate e-mail to umdesol@gmail.com  so it won’t 
be lost.  

�  Need attendance help? Sign up on the link and take attendance 
on paper for now.  

 



Scenario #1   
Jamie has a conversation partner. Her conversation 
partner, Jason, is very friendly. However, Jason is very 
quiet and shy and hardly speaks. When he does speak, he 
says very little. Every week they talk about what 
happened over the weekend. In the beginning, it was fun 
and interesting. However, after a while, Jamie is finding 
the sessions to be somewhat awkward and boring because 
they both have routine lives and they are running out of 
topics to talk about. Jamie doesn’t feel that she is helping 
out Jason as much. Thus, Jamie brought her other friend 
to join the conversation. Jamie is still wondering what she 
can do to help more.  

What are the successes and think-abouts of this scenario?  

 

 



Snippets of our discussions…  

Successes 

�  Bringing in another friend 
might help to stimulate 
the conversation  

�  Tapping into students’ 
lives by listening to what 
their week was (highlight 
of the week)  

Think-Abouts… 

�  Bringing in another friend 
might cause Jason to talk 
even less (intimidated by 
two fluent speakers). 



Suggestions, Tips and Strategies  
(for Conversation Partners): 

 
•  Have a theme for each session (questions revolve around a theme or topic) 

Carrie Lebaron’s suggestion (great link): http://iteslj.org/questions/ 
 

•  Make a bucket list: 
•  (goals and/or topics to talk about for the next 10 sessions) 
•  Goals for the next 5 years (use it as themes to derive conversation 

starters)  
 

•  Talk about current events (Diamondback, news articles that students are 
interested) 
•  Ask student to find a piece of news (local or national or international) 

that they read/heard over the week that was interesting/shocking/
disappointing etc. to them.   

•  Make what-happened-over-the-week brief (mini ice breaker/small 
talk)  

 Also applicable for conversation groups.  



Struggles and Challenges  
What are some struggles and challenges for the conversation sessions? 

�  Attendance fluctuates  
�  Try to involve students in the group so that they have a reason to come.  

�  For example, two students volunteered to share about sth. that they are passionate 
about next session. These two students are coming (presenting), and other peers want 
to learn about their topics, so they are also coming.  

�  “What was it like the first day you got off the plane?” is a valid and good question, 
but many returning students may have been asked that question before, so make sure 
we move beyond surface value questions to probe the deeper cultural questions for 
both the new and returning participants. 

�  On exam weeks, students tend to miss sessions. Be a good role model for the 
students. When volunteer misses a session, students are likely to miss sessions as 
well.   

Pointers: 

�  Try to ask discussion questions (higher level thinking) as opposed to 
comprehension questions since many ESOL participants already have a solid 
foundation in English. 



Scenario #2  
Johnny is a conversation group leader for the 4th semester. Every 
semester he does the same thing with his students in getting to 
know the new students. However, this semester he has 3 
students from his previous semesters and they have already 
done the activities that he had planned to do. Johnny doesn’t 
know what to do so he asks some questions about how life is 
going each week. Johnny talked to another friend of his (Daisy) 
who is also in the program and asked her what she did. Daisy 
said her group talked about how to apply for citizenship in the 
United States and the students in her group found it to be very 
helpful. The next session, Johnny open his group with a lesson 
on the application process for obtaining citizenship in the U.S.  

What are the successes and think-abouts of this scenario?  



Snippets of our discussions…  
Successes 

�  Consulted a colleague  

�  Open about asking for 
help 

�  Students are coming back 
from previous semesters. 
They have enjoyed it!  

Think-Abouts  

�  What other students liked/
needed doesn’t mean what 
his current students might 
like/need 

�  Applying for citizenship 
might not be relevant to all 
the participants.  

�  If it’s an internship, then 
maybe the volunteer or 
other students can share 
about the experience 

 



Suggestions, Tips and Strategies  
(for Conversation Groups): 

�  When reading, please try not to use round robin (going around 
the circle/group in reading the content). Students might get 
intimidated.  

�  Have each student do a show-and-tell (present sth that they 
are passionate about) and have other students ask questions 
as they learn about it.  

�  KEY: If other students can talk/contribute, let them talk and 
contribute.  

�  What one student wants may not be what other students 
would like to talk about. Send out surveys or simply ask 
students to reach consensus. You can also have students rank 
the topic(s) that they are most interested in.  



Discussion Questions  
1. How can you make sure that everyone in the group/your conversation partner gets to 
speaks thoughtfully on topics discussed without taking too much time? 

Use Think-pair-share if needed so that each student gets to talk to their “elbow” 
partners and have them report back the most interesting answers (so there won’t be 
many duplicates).  

2. What do you do/say to motivate the student(s) to participate more? How often do you 
do it? What are some ways of conveying that message to your student(s) without 
repeating it?  

Action speaks louder than words. Be an attentive listener and probe (ask them to 
elaborate) students’ responses when necessary.  

3. A student says, “All we do is talk about ideas/opinions in the class, they wouldn’t 
miss me if I were to miss out today.” How can we make the discussions more 
interactive and more meaningful to students?  

�  Make sure every student gets to talk about the topic (engage them).  

�  Connect your sessions from previous/upcoming weeks.  

�  Example: week 2 (personalities); week 3 (interpersonal relationships and values); 
week 4 (family and societal values) (Moving more globally).  

 



Discussion Questions (continued) 

1.  What are some successes that you have had so far 
this semester? Why do you think it worked?  

2.  What are some things that could have been 
improved in the session? What are some things 
NOT to do? 

(Please see strategies and tips from other slides).  



Tapping Your Expertise (continued)  

You have been asked by the program coordinator to help a few 
of the other volunteers. You got the following feedback from 
them/their students,  

1.  You stop by a conversation session and you see students 
using their smart phones or ipads and not really paying 
attention to what’s going on in the conversation group/
partner session. 

-ipads/smart phones could be used for looking up words 
(dictionary) 

-involve students who are getting distracted  

-change gear/topic/discussions (when conversation starts to die 
down).  

 



1. Student: “My conversation partner/group leader talks so 
much! It’s more like a listening comprehension class!”  

-  Try to find ways to not talk as much (have students rotate as 
mini facilitators of conversation topics). 

-  Volunteers:  
-  Partners: no more than 50 % talking time 
-  Groups: no more than 10 to 20% of talking time  

2. Volunteer: “All my students said they are okay with whatever 
activities that we do and topics that we talk about. So We are 
talking about what’s interesting to me. You have to talk about 
something you are passionate about, don’t you? ” 

�  Focus should always be on the student(s) and their areas of 
interest(s) 



Cultural Generalizations 
Please read with caution, we don’t want them to become 

cultural stereotypes.   



Agree or Disagree? 
1.  “My previous students liked to talk about politics and the presidential debate. 

That’s why I have prepared three sessions of information session on presidential 
debate.” (Volunteers felt mixed about this; Key is previous students doesn’t mean 
present students and too many sessions on the same topic).  

2.  “ Working with English language learners is easy, you just treat them like little 
kids.” (DISAGREE; Some of the visiting scholars are professors in other country. 
FYI: One of the visiting scholars from China from 14 years ago is now the current 
mayor of Shanghai).  

3.  “I tried involving my students to talk. They don’t respond to me much because 
they are from Asian countries where students are to be seen and not heard. When 
they do talk in the group, the answers are usually short and brief. I guess I’ll just 
keep talking and they can join in if they want to.” When students are hesitant to 
talk, volunteers need to provide nurturing and safe atmosphere in the group to 
engage students to talk. Gently involve students, “What do you think about that, 
Irene? 

4.  “When you have students jumping in the conversations on their own without 
being afraid of interrupting you, you have done a good job in facilitating the 
conversation.” (AGREED).  



WHICH OF THE TWO DO YOU 
BELONG IN?  

Good information shared with me by one of the volunteers, Audrey Hong.  





Cultural Generalizations 
Please read with caution, we don’t want them to become 

cultural stereotypes.  



Roles of Volunteers (all valid roles)  

Approaches depend on the topic, age of the language 
learners, previous work done and other factors.  

1. Committed – volunteer is free to propagate own 
views. Care needs to be taken with this role, however, as 
this can lead to a biased discussion. 

2. Objective or Academic – volunteer transmits an 
explanation of all possible viewpoints without stating 
own position. 

3. Devil’s Advocate – volunteer adopts provocative and 
oppositional stances irrespective of own viewpoint.  

This enables the volunteer to ensure that all views are 
covered and challenged if a consensus view emerges early 
on. It also helps to challenge language learners’ existing 
beliefs. 



Roles (continued)  
4. Advocate – volunteer presents all available viewpoints then 
concludes by stating own position with reasons.  

The volunteer can then make the point that it is important for 
participants to evaluate all viewpoints before forming their own 
opinions. 

5.  Impartial Chairperson – volunteer ensures that all 
viewpoints are represented, through language learners 
statements or published sources. Volunteer facilitates but 
refrains from stating own position. 

6. Declared Interest – volunteer declares own viewpoint so that 
language learners can judge later bias, then presents all 
available positions as objectively as possible. 

Resource: Oxfam GB 2006. 



Last Tips and Strategies for 
Volunteers  

�  Try to have a visual representation of the questions for 
the students (paper, on the board, sent through e-mail 
ahead of time etc.) –students can refer back to it. 

�  Large Groups: think-pair-share 

�  Write down your agenda on the board or have a “bucket 
list”  

�  “Funds of Passion”- take about something you are 
passionate about.  



Closure  

Thank you for coming!  

Volunteers who came to the training session will have their 
names entered into a raffle for prizes.  

�  What’s one thing you learned from this session? 

�  Feel free to provide feedback to program coordinator (Clare) 
regarding today’s session. 

�  What are some topics I can focus on and include for next 
session?   

�  If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to let me 
know.  


